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MacAir Aero Club 
Pre-Solo Exam 

May 2019 

 
1. Which documents must you have in your possession as a student pilot in order to fly 

solo? 

 a.  A medical certificate 

 b.  An FAA student pilot certificate and government issued picture ID 

 c.  A logbook with appropriate solo endorsements from your CFI 

 d.  All of the above 

  

2. Your instructor must endorse your logbook for solo flight privileges: 

 a.  Logbook endorsements are not required for solo flight 

 b.  Before your first solo flight and every 90 days thereafter 

 c.  For every solo flight 

 d.  Before your first flight from the local area 

 

 3. In order to fly solo at the MacAir Aero Club, student pilots must fly with an instructor 

every _____________: 

  

a.  30 days or after no more than 10 hours of solo flight 

 b.  60 days or after no more than 5 hours of solo flight 

 c.  90 days or after no more than 10 hours of solo flight 

 d.  120 days or after no more than 5 hours of solo flight 

 

 4. While flying solo, student pilots shall not: 

  

a.  Perform touch and go landings 

 b.  Fly at night 

 c.  Conduct simulated forced landings 

 d.  All of the above 

 

 5.   Student pilots flying solo in aero club aircraft will terminate all flights no later than: 

  

a.  Nightfall as determined by CFR 14, Pt 61.37 

 b.  Fifteen minutes before official sunset 

 c.  Official sunset as determined by the Air Almanac 

 d.  Fifteen minutes after sunset 
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6. When you arrive at the airport for your solo flight, and before you obtain the blue book 

from the front desk, you must check with and be cleared to fly by: 

 

a. Chief of Maintenance 

b. Line Personnel 

c. A MacAir Certified Flight Instructor 

d. Flight Service after filing a flight plan 

 

7. Prior to starting each maneuver in the local training area, pilots should: 

  

a.  Announce their intentions on 122.7 

 b.  Visually scan the entire area while performing clearing turns 

 c.  Check altitude, airspeed and heading indications 

 d.  Execute gentle climbs and descents to allow visual scanning of the area 

 

 

8. Except in an emergency situation, while flying solo you may land at: 

 

a.  Any airport within 25 NM of Greene County Airport (I19) as authorized by your 

instructor 

 b.  Any airport within the local training area 

 c.  Any airport where you have landed with your instructor 

 d.  Springfield, Dayton Wright Brothers, and Greene County only 

 

 

 9. Who is the final authority in determining the airworthiness of an aircraft? 

 a.  The Federal Aviation Administration 

 b.  The chief of maintenance 

 c.  The pilot in command 

 d.  The chief pilot 

 

 

10. In addition to a valid Airworthiness Certificate, what documents or records must be 

aboard an aircraft during flight? 

  

a.  Aircraft engine logbooks, airframe logbooks and owner's manual 

 b.  Radio operator's permit and repair and alteration forms 

 c.  FAA Registration Certificate, operating limitations, and weight & balance data 

 d.  Current edition of the Chart Summary 
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 11.   Aero Club weather minimums for solo student pilots operating in the local area are: 

  

a.  1500 ft ceiling and visibility of 3 miles 

 b.  2000 ft ceiling and visibility of 3 miles 

 c.  2500 ft ceiling and visibility of 5 miles 

 d.  3000 ft ceiling and visibility of 5 miles 

 

 

12. When taxiing with strong quartering tail winds, how should the ailerons be  

 positioned? 

 

 a.  Aileron down on the downwind side 

 b.  Aileron down on the side from which the wind is blowing 

 c.  Aileron up on the side from which the wind is blowing 

 d.  Ailerons neutral 

 

 

13. When landing behind a heavy jet, you should: 

 

 a.  Remain above the jet's flight path and land beyond its touchdown point 

 b.  Remain below the jet's flight path and land prior to its touchdown point 

 c.  Execute a low approach and hold on the upwind side of the runway 

 d.  Request instructions from the tower 

 

 

14. Consider the following the following Aviation Routine Weather Report :  

 METAR  I19 121855Z 31010G15 5SM BR FEW009 SCT025 BKN035  17/15  A2991 

  

a.  Wind exceeds maximum student crosswind limits 

 b.  Ceiling is 2500 ft MSL 

 c.  Weather is below VFR weather minimums 

 d.  Visibility is 5 miles in smoke  

 

 

15. While flying solo in the local practice area you notice the visibility is going down. 

Suddenly you are not sure where you are and think you need help.  What would be your 

best course of action?  Use a current Cincinnati Sectional or Terminal Area Chart for 

reference. 

  

a.  Enter I19 or other suitable landing location as a “Direct To” destination in your GPS 

 b.  Contact Columbus Approach Control for assistance on 118.85 or 134.0 

 c.  No need for help if you have GPS 

 d.  Either a or b 
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16. Students will normally make solo landings to a full stop and taxi back.  Stop & go 

 landings are permitted providing: 

 

 a.  Surface winds do not exceed 20 KTS 

 b.  The instructor has departed from the airport 

 c.  At least 2000 feet of runway remains for the takeoff following the landing rollout 

 d.  The runway is less than 50 feet wide 

 

 

17.  What is the VHF emergency frequency guarded by Air Traffic Control? 

  

a.  121.50 MHZ 

 b.  122.00 MHZ 

 c.  122.20 MHZ 

 d.  122.50 MHZ 

 

 

18.  After landing for the “Option”, the tower clears you for “Left closed traffic approved, 

report base”.  From this point you should: 

 

a. Climb to pattern altitude and turn directly to a Left Base entry into the Pattern. 

b. Continue your climb; pass the end of the runway turn left for a crosswind leg, climb to 

pattern altitude, fly a standard pattern and report establish on base. 

c. Turn left as soon as possible, flight a standard pattern and call downwind for the 

runway midfield. 

d. Continue your climb until you are within 300 feet of pattern altitude, fly a standard 

pattern and report turning base.  

 

19. Vacuum pump failure will result in: 

 

 a.  Loss of engine RPM 

 b.  Failure of directional gyro 

 c.  Altimeter reading incorrectly 

 d.  Loss of alternator output 

 

 

 

20. What does the pictured altimeter read? 

 

 a.  14,000 feet  

 b.  140,000 feet  

 c.  1,400 feet                      

 d.  None of the above  
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21. Refer to this Figure.  The hand signal indicates to: 

 

a. Slow down 

b. Stop here 

c. Chocks out 

d. Proceed straight ahead 

 

 

   

 

22. While on final approach to a runway with a 2-bar VASI system you observe a red  over 

white indication.  You are: 

  

a.  Above glide path 

 b.  Below glide path 

 c.  On glide path 

 d.  None of the above 

 

 

 

23. When preparing to takeoff at a tower controlled airport, pre-takeoff checks are 

completed.  You call tower for takeoff and the controller clears you to "Line up and 

wait."  You should: 

  

a.  Hold your present position 

 b.  Taxi onto the centerline of the runway to which you are cleared and takeoff' 

 c.  Taxi onto the centerline of the runway to which you are cleared and stop 

 d.  Get in position behind the previous airplane 

 

 

24. When cleared to land at a tower controlled airport, you may: 

  

a.  Land and exit the runway at the first available taxiway. 

 b.  Perform a stop and go landing. 

 c.  Perform a low approach, if desired 

 d.  Perform a touch and go, if desired. 
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25. The portion of the pictured runway between the taxiway and the landing threshold may 

only be used for: 

 

 a.  Taxi 

 b.  Taxi and takeoff 

 c.  Taxi, takeoff and landing roll (if landing in the  

                 opposite direction) 

 d.  None of the above 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


